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Introduction and summary

U.S. cities rely on police as the default responders for most 911 calls, whether they concern a person shouting at a bus stop or a child who refuses to go to school. In most cities, these kinds of issues constitute a significant portion of calls made to 911 call centers.1 Too often, police are tasked with handling a host of situations that are not about criminal activity, but are about other social issues, without the additional training or resources to respond appropriately. Defaulting to dispatching a police response to these types of 911 calls undermines public safety by diverting resources away from serious and violent crime while neglecting the underlying needs that drive people to call 911 to begin with.2 It can also have a range of unintended consequences, especially for people of color and people with behavioral health disabilities who have been disproportionately harmed by the criminal justice system, where an encounter with police could escalate rather than de-escalate matters.3

Dispatching community responders to 911 calls can improve both short- and long-term outcomes by ensuring that specially trained professionals are available to assist people with certain situations that require de-escalation, conflict resolution, and connections to community-based care. Particularly as jurisdictions across the country struggle to recruit and retain police officers, they are beginning to address these issues by dispatching community responder teams to low-risk calls instead of police.4

When developing community responder programs, city leaders frequently ask how their 911 call center can best identify calls and direct them to the new teams. To ensure the right response is provided in each situation, 911 call centers may need to alter how they choose which team to dispatch.5 911 call centers must effectively identify eligible calls without delaying call times or overburdening their already stretched staff.
Defining community responder programs

Trained civilian community responder teams can safely and effectively handle many 911 calls by providing immediate response and making connections to long-term, community-based care. Community responder programs involve dispatching teams of at least two specially trained, unarmed professionals with a range of skills, including de-escalation and conflict resolution, and who can provide linkages to community-based services and supports. In many jurisdictions, these programs also offer the caller phone-based support, which can successfully de-escalate or resolve a crisis without dispatching an in-person team. When needed, community responder teams respond to calls for service in a dedicated vehicle and can provide on-site assistance and voluntary transportation to services.

In a previous report, the Center for American Progress and the Law Enforcement Action Partnership (LEAP) estimated that between 21 percent and 38 percent of calls currently routed to police are low-risk situations that involve conflict resolution, behavioral health, homelessness, service needs, or quality-of-life concerns and can be managed successfully by community responders.

This report is designed to guide cities seeking to safely and effectively adapt their dispatch systems to integrate community responder models into their first response services. The authors use the term “cities” throughout this report for simplicity, but one of the first questions officials must answer is who runs dispatch services, which can occur on a local, regional, or state level.

This report proceeds in three parts. First, it explains the standard police dispatch process and distinguishes between three different models that cities use to dispatch community responders. Second, it highlights the opportunities and challenges with each of these dispatch models. Third, it addresses the following frequently asked questions about community responder dispatch:

1. Why do some community responder programs handle significantly more calls than others?
2. How does dispatch determine that a call is appropriate for community responders?
3. How do community responders make an impact beyond 911 calls?
4. How does community responder dispatch relate to the new 988 number?
5. How should cities engage community stakeholders in designing and implementing community responder dispatch?
6. Does community responder dispatch create a liability risk for cities?

This report includes information from local government officials, community responder program operators, and call center staff shared with authors during informal interviews. The report also includes comments from call takers and dispatchers culled from qualitative interviews conducted by the Reimagining Public Safety (RPS) project at the New York University School of Law.12
Overview of dispatch models

One of the first decisions a city must make when establishing a community responder model is when and how responders are dispatched. This report distinguishes between three dispatch structures for community responder models: 911 call center-led dispatch, embedded professional-led dispatch, and external hotline-led dispatch. Often, jurisdictions implementing community responder programs employ one of these three models, or a combination thereof.

To understand the differences between these community responder dispatch models, it is crucial to first summarize the typical process of a 911 call to police dispatch.

Police dispatch system

While every 911 call center is different, many share standard features. Typically, when someone calls 911, the call is routed to an area’s designated 911 call center, where a call taker picks up the phone. The call taker quickly determines if the caller is reporting a fire or medical emergency, in which case the call taker switches to the fire or emergency medical services (EMS) call-taking procedure or transfers the call to a separate fire or EMS call taker. For all other calls, the call taker screens them for a police response, rapidly identifying the type of call, the level of priority, and gathering the essential details from the caller.

As the call taker asks questions to learn more about the caller’s situation, they typically start typing notes into a computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system, which creates a digital file specifically for that call and notes the time of day. The call taker classifies the call as a specific call type and priority level. If the call taker classifies the call as appropriate for a police response (by assigning a police call type), the CAD system will show the digital CAD call file to a police dispatcher, often sitting near the call taker. The police dispatcher will read the call file and, in order of priority, assign it to a patrolling police unit. Often the police dispatcher will assign the call by reading the information out loud over the police radio system and entering the police car’s unit number in the digital CAD call file. The police officers then see the call information on their in-car computer, also known as a mobile data terminal.
In some cities, the dispatcher does not assign every call to a specific police unit. Instead, they announce the call via the radio or input it into the CAD system, and an officer volunteers to handle the call. For example, the city of Dayton, Ohio, uses this “self-dispatch” procedure for low-priority calls.

For the dispatch process to be successful, the call taker must quickly and accurately convey the crucial information about each call to the police dispatcher, who then must convey it to the responding officers. Call takers are trained to assess risks on each call, make rapid decisions, and triage to the right response. In addition, they must seek updates from the caller to stay informed about the situation in real time. Once the responder on scene completes their interaction, they or the dispatcher closes the call in the CAD system.

### 911 call center-led dispatch

Many cities’ community responder programs rely on the same 911 call taker and dispatcher roles as police. When a 911 call taker identifies a call as appropriate for community responders, they note it in the digital CAD call file for the police dispatcher. The police dispatcher then dispatches a community responder team to the call as if the team were another police unit, which might involve calling...
for them over the police radio and/or sending the call file to their mobile data terminal. In Albuquerque, New Mexico, and in Dayton, rather than relying on the dispatcher to make the assignment, the community responder teams view calls in their CAD system and volunteer for calls via self-dispatch.

Examples of cities using 911 call center-led dispatch include:

- Denver, Colorado
- Eugene, Oregon
- Olympia, Washington
- Chicago, Illinois
- Cincinnati, Ohio
- Durham, North Carolina
- Albuquerque, New Mexico
- Dayton, Ohio
- St. Petersburg, Florida
- San Francisco, California

---

**Embedded professional-led dispatch**

This model involves embedding specially trained professionals into the 911 call center. When a 911 call taker recognizes that a call may be appropriate for community responders, instead of directing the police dispatcher to send community responders, they forward the call to the embedded professionals through a “warm handoff,” meaning that the call taker stays on the call to introduce the professional and share any key details that the caller already conveyed over the phone. The embedded professionals can guide call takers, helping them determine how to route a call. The embedded professionals often have specialized skills in behavioral health, de-escalation, and mediation. As a result, embedded professionals can often resolve matters over the phone or dispatch community responders when needed. Since these professionals are co-located in the 911 call center along with call takers and dispatchers, they have access to the same CAD system. They can transfer calls back to call center staff if and when the circumstances require a police or EMS response.

Examples of cities using 911 embedded professional-led dispatch include:

- Austin, Texas
- Louisville, Kentucky
- Houston, Texas
- St. Louis, Missouri
External hotline-led dispatch

In some jurisdictions, 911 call takers forward calls appropriate for community responders to an external hotline, which handles both the call-taking and the dispatch of community responders.27 These external hotlines include behavioral health crisis lines; local city lines that handle quality-of-life concerns, including trash and water service issues such as 311 or 211; and hotlines run by external local service providers. All these separate call centers can handle the transferred calls from 911 over the phone and dispatch a team of community responders within an hour. Most of the external lines also receive calls directly from the community. In some rare circumstances, external hotline call takers must send a call back to the 911 call center because a police or EMS response is necessary.

Examples of cities using external hotline-led dispatch include:

- Atlanta, Georgia (311)
- Toronto, Canada (211)
- Baltimore, Maryland (988/suicide prevention hotline)
- San Diego, California (mental health crisis hotline)
- Dayton, Ohio (mediation center)28
Benefits and challenges of each dispatch model

This section explores in greater detail the differences between the three primary dispatch models and each model’s benefits and challenges. Often, the advantages of a given dispatch model also bring corresponding limitations.

911 call center-led dispatch

Every city has a unique 911 dispatch process; none were built with community responders in mind. In 911 call center-led dispatch, the dispatcher generally relays calls to the community responders like it does to a police unit, since community responders carry a radio and routinely have a tablet or computer to view CAD information. The dispatcher primarily needs the call taker to signal whether community responders or police should handle a call. The dispatcher’s job can be more complicated if they must choose between multiple varieties of community responder teams to dispatch, or if teams are only available for certain hours of the day or serve a limited geographic area. Relying on existing dispatch systems that have been in place for years will require cities to enshrine policy, training, and professional culture changes to ensure that community responders are dispatched effectively.

The call taker must do extra work to indicate whether a call is eligible for community responders. The call taker is accustomed to asking screening questions so the responders know the type of call, urgency, and any risk factors on scene. In multiple cities that have launched community responder programs, call center staff reported that call takers spend little time asking additional screening questions to determine if a call is appropriate for community responders. Rather, call takers rely on program protocols, specialized training, and their professional discretion to guide their decision-making. The call taker can inform the dispatcher that a community responder is appropriate via the CAD system by selecting a drop-down field or making a quick note in the call narrative. The primary challenge is more cultural than technical, since call takers often hesitate to send calls to unarmed responders when they have spent their entire careers sending calls to police.
In many cities, call takers are used to diverting calls to specialized first responder units. A number of cities have formed co-responder teams, composed of one police officer and one clinician, who provide a first response to mental health-related calls. Other cities have community service officers (CSOs)—who are not sworn officers but often volunteers or individuals hoping to become police—and send them to take basic police reports. When a call appropriate for co-responders or CSOs comes in, the call taker recognizes that the call can go to a specialized unit, checks to see if any specialized units are available, and assigns them the call. When dispatching CSOs, call takers must remember to conduct screening to ensure responder safety, since CSOs have no weapons and limited training. Dispatch centers can often adapt their specialized responder dispatch method to accommodate community responder programs.

Community responders can then review the CAD information to arrive on the scene well informed. Like officers, they usually carry a tablet or have an in-car computer that displays the CAD information, including the address, phone number, and call narrative. They may recognize the address, names, or other details in the call narratives since many calls come from people who frequently call 911. Community responders can also dial the caller’s phone number from their cell phone to gather more information and reassure the caller they are on the way.

**Benefits of 911 call center-led dispatch**

**Ease of implementation.** 911 call center-led dispatch requires the fewest changes to the status quo—requiring no new staff positions within the dispatch center and no new technology to transfer calls to an external hotline. Since dispatch centers are overstretched in almost every city, the fewer changes the center needs to make, the more quickly and easily the city can launch its community responder program.

**Efficiency.** 911 call center-led dispatch is more likely to efficiently handle a large volume of community responder calls than the other methods. Each call taker can determine on their own whether to dispatch a call to community responders without needing to hand off the call to an embedded professional or another call taker at an entirely different call center. Two community responder programs handling a large volume of calls—Eugene’s Crisis Assistance Helping Out on the Streets (CAHOOTS) and Denver’s Support Team Assisted Response (STAR)—both use 911 call center-led dispatch.
Callers also appreciate that they only need to talk to one person. In cities where the 911 call taker must transfer the caller to another line, callers often want to avoid being transferred.34

**Tandem dispatch.** As discussed below, when a call taker discovers a disqualifying circumstance and cannot send community responders to handle a call alone, in some cities they can send either police or EMS alongside community responders in “tandem dispatch.” The city will find it easiest to facilitate tandem dispatch if they use 911 call center-led dispatch for their community responders because the 911 dispatchers are already accustomed to coordinating joint police and EMS dispatch. If a city uses embedded clinician- or external hotline-led dispatch, it must develop a system for the embedded clinician or external hotline dispatcher to coordinate with 911 dispatchers for tandem dispatch.

**Rapid police backup.** While community responders rarely summon emergency police backup once they arrive on scene, cities want to ensure the safety of their responders. In emergencies, 911 call center-led dispatch allows community responders to summon police backup slightly faster than external hotline-led dispatch because they are in direct contact with dispatch via the radio. That said, responders can summon police quickly regardless of the dispatch method, responders only summon emergency police backup in extremely rare cases,35 and none of the cities the authors engaged with have reported any incidents of call subjects harming community responders.

**Challenges of 911 call center-led dispatch**

**Culture change.** While cities design their community responder program to handle certain categories of calls, the call taker ultimately has discretion over which calls should go to them. Call takers are trained to think critically and solve problems in a wide range of situations that they will encounter when they answer the phone.36 Call takers have spent their careers sending nonfire and nonmedical calls to the police. They know that most calls are relatively innocuous, but they have learned to be risk averse. Perhaps they once classified a call as a low-risk family disturbance only to have the officer show up to see a man waving a gun. They worry about the potential risk of liability in sending unarmed professionals to a scene where something could go wrong, a risk that LEAP and the NYU Policing Project will assess in forthcoming publications.

Cities may find that call takers continue to assign calls that are eligible for community responders to police out of habit or an abundance of caution. In interviews with RPS, one dispatcher stated, “From me in the chair, if [responders]
can’t protect themselves, I’m not sending them by themselves. ... It’s a liability that ... then falls on us, as the dispatcher.”37 One call taker acknowledged that she always sends police alongside community responders to calls concerning public intoxication or suicide, even though these calls for service in her community qualify for a sole response by community responders. These concerns are common across cities.38

Cities can help change call takers’ habits by creating opportunities for call takers to get to know responders so that they can become comfortable trusting responders and understanding their skill sets. Cities cannot start this process early enough; they can involve call takers in discussions of program design, they can bring call takers in to lead trainings for responders, and cities can have responders sit in their dispatch centers for practical training. A Vera Institute of Justice study reported that Phoenix’s program has benefited from several types of cross-disciplinary training.39 In Dayton, 911 call center staff became significantly more comfortable with the Mediation Response Unit (MRU) program after joining them for ride-alongs.40 Program staff can share information with the call center staff about successful outcomes when community responders provide meaningful support and connections to care. Staff can also show call takers evidence from other cities demonstrating the safety of these programs for responders.

Cities should design clear call taker protocols and carefully train call center staff on them. Eugene and Denver have shared their community responder dispatch protocols for the benefit of other cities.41 Call takers will be more likely to use the new system if they feel safe because policy dictates which call types to send to community responders and which circumstances of a given call would require a police response. Cities can gather input from call takers in creating these products through interviews and focus groups.

Some cities circumvent call center hesitancy by allowing community responders to self-dispatch to calls they believe are a good fit for their services. Dayton’s MRU responders can view calls for service pending for police and assign the calls instead to themselves. In Olympia, when the Crisis Response Unit team hears a dispatcher announce a call for police that they would like to handle, they can radio in to “poach” the call. The community responder teams with a self-dispatch option should frequently debrief with dispatch and police to promptly address any concerns around which calls they poach.42
Call taker job quality, training, and support. This dispatch method requires that call takers understand which calls are appropriate for community responders, which requires training. Call centers are generally understaffed and need help adding additional training. They are under tremendous pressure to answer calls rapidly and keep call times down. The federal government classifies their positions as “administrative support” instead of “protective service,” which limits their compensation and career growth opportunities, increasing staff turnover. Turnover heightens workplace strain for call takers and dispatchers, who frequently feel overburdened and undervalued. To mitigate these challenges, cities should focus efforts on improving overall job quality for 911 call takers.

Dispatch supervisors often hesitate to add a new type of training to their already full plate. That said, all three dispatch models require call taker training. Eugene’s call center reports that dispatching community responders does not add any significant workload.

Community accessibility. In focus groups with residents, community members expressed hesitancy to contact 911 for fear that a police response could lead to arrest, use of force, or another unwanted outcome. This is particularly true for people of color who have reported greater mistrust of police. As a result, if a person can only summon the community responder team by dialing 911, some individuals may decide not to call to avoid a police response.

Cities generally respond to this concern by creating a separate “direct line” that anyone can call to request community responders. Toronto uses a “no-wrong-door” approach, where callers can reach the community responder team by dialing 911, 211, or a direct line. In the frequently asked questions section of this report, the authors discuss direct lines in greater detail. Cities can also help allay concerns by sharing with the public data that show that the program handles many calls and rarely involves the police and by incorporating historical context and cultural competency into the call taker training program.

Call center geography. 911 call centers can struggle to dispatch calls when their geographical boundaries do not align with those of the city implementing community responders. While most large cities such as Seattle and Baltimore run their own 911 call centers, smaller cities share their call centers with surrounding towns. For example, Dayton is dispatched by the Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office, which handles dispatch across the county. To create its MRU program, Dayton had to work with the county dispatch to develop a plan under which call takers would proceed differently for Dayton calls than for calls from county dispatch’s other
partner agencies. This plan required some extra work for county dispatch staff. As a result, while Dayton had clout as county dispatch’s largest customer, the city was careful to involve and earn buy-in from county dispatch throughout the process.

A less common but significant challenge is when cities are split among multiple 911 call centers. An extremely large city such as Los Angeles may want to implement community responders across a geographical area served by more than one 911 call center. Each dispatch center usually has its own unique system for identifying calls for police dispatch, with its own CAD system, call types, and screening questions. For multiple dispatch centers to smoothly divert calls to the same community responder team, they must coordinate carefully, perhaps harmonizing aspects of their dispatch process or CAD usage and developing a memorandum of understanding.

**Equipment.** To be dispatched by 911, community responders need 911 radios and CAD-enabled tablets or mobile data terminals. This equipment costs more than the phones and tablets used by external hotlines. Officials need to give additional time and attention during the planning process to integrate new equipment with the complexities of the existing dispatch system.

---

**Embedded professional-led dispatch**

In the embedded professional model, when the 911 call taker determines a call to be appropriate for a community responder, they transfer the call directly as a warm handoff to the embedded staff with specialized skills, meaning that the call taker stays on the call to introduce the professional and share any key details that the caller already conveyed over the phone. The embedded professionals can also provide guidance to call takers, helping them determine how to route a call. Embedded professionals are generally forwarded calls from individuals or their family members needing assistance with mental health or substance use.

The embedded professional then decides whether to send community responders based on established protocols, the notes provided by the 911 call taker, the additional information they gleaned directly from the caller, and information available from past calls at the address or an individual’s electronic health records. They possess expertise in speaking to people in crisis and recognizing signs of particular behavioral health issues over the phone. They can counsel callers and connect them to resources, which often allows them to avoid dispatching an in-person responder entirely. If an in-person response is needed, the embedded staff directly dispatch their responder team, as in Austin and Louisville.
Embedded professionals are often employed by a local behavioral health authority or service provider, with the 911 call center as their designated work site. These staff are specially trained to provide phone-based counseling, de-escalate crises, and connect people to community-based care. While they are not under the same supervision structure as call center staff, they still must operate within the constraints of the call center. As such, 911 call centers can establish clear protocols dictating the roles and responsibilities of the embedded professionals and when they will need to take direction from call center leadership.

In rare cases, the embedded professional may need to transfer a call to another call taker. They can transfer calls back to police dispatch for violent incidents; to fire/EMS for fires and medical emergencies; and to social service lines to request other municipal and community-based services.

**Benefits of embedded professional-led dispatch**

**Specialized expertise.** This model can improve the quality of information-gathering for some calls since the professional can better recognize signs of mental health issues over the phone and communicate with people in crisis. In some circumstances, they can access an individual’s behavioral health records and view their health care history. They can then provide more information and context to community responders about the person’s needs and existing ties to service providers. In some models, embedded behavioral health professionals can transmit relevant health information directly to the community responder teams if the city establishes appropriate information-sharing policies and practices that consider the necessary confidentiality and privacy considerations. For example, Louisville added an extra crisis triage worker to fill the additional functions of a dispatcher—reviewing the history of previous calls involving the address or individual, pulling their electronic health records, and staying in contact with the responders from start to finish.

Some cities with 911 call center-led dispatch have added embedded clinicians to their 911 call centers just to assist over the phone, not to dispatch the call. For example, in Durham, call takers send most community responder-eligible calls to the dispatcher for dispatch to the community response teams. However, when they identify a caller who would benefit from speaking with a phone clinician, they route the person to an embedded clinician.

**Knowledge sharing and culture change.** This model also increases knowledge sharing between call center staff and the behavioral health professionals. By co-locating professionals in the call center, 911 staff have formal and informal
opportunities to learn from the professionals and vice versa. Behavioral health professionals can show how de-escalation and counseling skills can turn a likely arrest or involuntary commitment into a positive interaction. Call center staff can learn the value of dispatching community responders rather than police by witnessing the embedded professionals in action. Embedded professionals also appreciate the complexities of the call taker’s responsibilities and the stress associated with the role. Embedded professionals can offer support directly to call takers during and after difficult calls and ensure that the program functions within the operational constraints and stressors of the call center. As discussed above, cities need to prioritize culture change to reverse decades of habit and begin diverting significant numbers of calls.

**Medium-risk calls.** The embedded behavioral health professional can also assist with calls that are too risky for community responders. While police are en route to the scene, the call taker can conference with the embedded professional to de-escalate matters over the phone. By the time officers arrive, the professional may have already stabilized the situation, or at least the professional can prepare officers for what awaits them.

**Phone-only efficiency.** In less critical situations, embedded professionals can also resolve calls without needing to dispatch community responders. They are trained to provide phone-based counseling and de-escalation, and these skills can sometimes defuse the situation to such a degree that emergency response is no longer needed. After stabilizing the situation, the professional can satisfy the caller’s future needs by referring to community-based services, sometimes even scheduling an appointment while the caller is still on the line. By replacing an in-person response with a phone-only response, the professional strengthens responder bandwidth and addresses the caller’s needs more quickly. In Austin, professionals manage to handle calls entirely over the phone with surprising regularity; they handle 80 percent of the calls transferred to them through a phone-only response, only dispatching the in-person clinician team to 15 percent of the calls.58

This phone-only benefit is important when addressing the needs of frequent 911 callers. Call center staff often must interact with people who call 911 or a non-emergency line multiple times per week, or even multiple times per day, with the same issues, often individuals experiencing a mental health disability.59 Embedded professionals can connect with these callers and encourage them to take advantage of community-based care and treatment that can change their behavior over the long term.
**Call taker workload.** This model reduces the burden on the 911 call takers to assess a caller’s specific needs. While they are still responsible for identifying which calls are appropriate for the embedded professional to handle, the embedded professional is responsible for deciding which calls should be handled by community responders. This allows 911 call takers to move on to the next call more efficiently.

**Challenges of embedded professional-led dispatch**

**Staffing.** A key barrier to the embedded professional model is resources. Staffing shortages and recruitment challenges also pose significant barriers to successful implementation. Cities need to staff embedded professionals for all hours that responders are on the street, with enough capacity to receive calls from the 911 call takers without slowing down the dispatch process. This requires cities to hire a significant number of embedded professionals. Cities must also create specialized training for the professionals to learn the dispatch process and other call-center protocols. To enter CAD notes, cities must also pay to certify professionals as call takers.

**Space.** Space within 911 call centers is limited in many places, which can make identifying workstations for the embedded professionals challenging. Embedded professionals need dedicated workstations in the 911 call centers giving them access to the CAD system and their behavioral health systems. They are often physically co-located near 911 call takers to ensure a streamlined process and achieve the knowledge-sharing benefits of the model. Cities can struggle to carve out extra space among their call takers and dispatchers.

**Dispatch efficiency.** Another challenge of the embedded professional-led dispatch model is that every call must be funneled through the embedded professional to dispatch a community responder. While the professional can efficiently resolve many first-person calls over the phone without sending an in-person team, most community responder-eligible situations are third-person calls—the caller is not the person experiencing the crisis—that require an in-person response. The professional acts as call taker, phone counselor, and dispatcher and spends significant time with each caller, making them unavailable to take new calls as they come in. Having a limited number of embedded professionals can create a bottleneck. Callers often either must endure significant wait times to reach the embedded professional or are entirely unable to reach them. Cities using this model should ensure that call takers are not funneling calls to police simply because insufficient embedded professionals are available.
Austin has responded to this issue by creating a call queue. If a clinician is unavailable, and if the person is safe and would like a call back from a clinician, the call taker can place the call into a queue, and the clinician will call the person back when they become available.61

**Narrowing call types.** Embedded professionals provide significant added value for a small portion of the broad range of calls eligible for community responders. Embedded mental health professionals, for example, contribute great value to first-person mental health calls when speaking directly to the person in crisis.62 By contrast, when the embedded professional cannot speak directly to the person experiencing a mental health crisis or a close family member, they can do less to assist.63 In fact, most mental health calls eligible for community responders are third-person calls placed by a stranger, neighbor, or business owner concerned about the situation.64 And most calls eligible for community responders do not primarily involve mental health, but rather verbal disputes, trespassing, suspicious persons, intoxication, and other service needs.65 LEAP reviewed 911 calls in Milwaukee and estimated that only 18 percent of community responder-eligible calls involved behavioral health.66 Most of the remaining calls primarily relate to conflict resolution. Embedded professionals could add some value to these other calls. However, cities have not been eager to hire more professionals for an unknown benefit, so embedded professional programs have expanded less than 911 call center-led dispatch programs.

Cities can enjoy the benefits of embedded clinicians without giving up this broader range of calls by incorporating them into 911 call center-led dispatch. Cities must choose between limiting themselves to a small fraction of calls or hiring enough embedded professionals to field every community responder call. As mentioned above, in Durham, the call taker forwards mental health crisis and suicidal subject calls to the embedded clinician, while sending other eligible calls to the police dispatcher to send a community responder team.67 In cities that use self-dispatch, the responders can view the call taker’s CAD entry and self-dispatch directly.68

**External hotline-led dispatch**

In cities with external hotline-led dispatch, when a 911 call taker receives a call appropriate for community responders, they transfer it from 911 to an external hotline. The hotline then handles the call-taking and dispatch of community responders. Any caller, from the public to the police, can call the external hotline directly to reach the community responders. Specific external hotlines used for
this purpose include Atlanta’s model leveraging the 311 social service line,\textsuperscript{69} the MRU direct phone line in Dayton,\textsuperscript{70} and the Here2Help behavioral health crisis line in Baltimore, which receives local suicide prevention and 988 calls.\textsuperscript{71}

To rely on external hotlines to divert calls away from 911, cities must develop the technology to transfer calls, call information, and transfer protocols to clarify each agency’s responsibilities. When a 911 call meets the criteria for a community responder, call takers do not simply forward the caller to the external hotline number and hang up. As with embedded professional-led dispatch, they must conduct a warm handoff. The external hotline staff then ask additional questions using their call-taking protocol.

Although rarely used, cities should develop specific protocols for the circumstance in which the external hotline call taker must route a call back to 911 for a police or EMS response. The Policing Alternatives and Diversion (PAD) Initiative in Atlanta reported that out of 1,000 calls screened by 311 for PAD in 2022, the 311 call takers did not transfer any calls back to the 911 call center.\textsuperscript{72} Other jurisdictions report transferring calls back to 911 in certain instances, such as when the caller explicitly requests police or when the caller’s needs exceed the scope of the program’s services.\textsuperscript{73}

**Benefits of external hotline-led dispatch**

**Overcoming hesitancy to call 911.** The external hotline model allows community members to call the external hotline directly to access the community responder teams without having to go through 911 in the first place. Some community members refuse to call 911 even if their city has a community responder program because they have had negative experiences with the police and are afraid that dispatch might still send the police. In focus groups with community members across the country, residents reported that they frequently request the ability to directly request community responders without having to call 911. If their city uses the external hotline model, individuals can call directly with less fear of a 911 police response.\textsuperscript{74} However, community members have also expressed support for accessing community responders via 911 because they already know how to use it and do not need to worry about learning a new number and exactly what situations the program will address.\textsuperscript{75}

**Reduction of 911 call burden.** If the city conducts sufficient public education and the public begins to call the external hotline directly for community responders, this model can divert calls from the 911 call center, reducing the burden on the 911
call takers over the long term. As people learn to call the external hotline directly, they help normalize the idea that police are not needed to solve the types of social problems that community responders handle.

In the short term, the external hotline model saves 911 dispatcher bandwidth. It removes 911’s responsibility for dispatching these calls, allowing the 911 dispatcher to focus on calls for police. The burden instead falls on the external hotline staff. The model can benefit the city if the hotline has more available bandwidth or can more easily add bandwidth compared with 911.

**Phone-only efficiency.** As with embedded professionals, external hotlines have the capacity to resolve many callers’ issues over the phone. Behavioral health hotlines offer de-escalation, phone-based counseling, and connections to community-based services and supports. The external hotline can control how often staff send in-person responses by setting protocols for when to dispatch community responders.

**Hotline potential.** Community responder dispatch can help alter the public image of a hotline. For example, in Atlanta, the 311 hotline has traditionally dispatched other types of in-person city services, such as waste and water maintenance. But these services generally come with much longer wait times. Callers may associate the hotline with these long wait times. By adding community responder dispatch to their service offerings, the hotline can establish a new reputation by demonstrating their capability to dispatch rapid in-person responses.

**Challenges of external hotline-led dispatch**

**24/7 capacity.** For this model to be successful, the external hotline must have the capacity to handle transferred calls over the phone 24/7 and to rapidly dispatch a team of community responders. External hotlines are often limited in their call taker and in-person responder capacity. For example, many suicide-prevention hotlines plan for long wait times for an in-person response. Wait times prevent hotline responders from handling common time-sensitive situations such as public disturbances that may spill over into the street or otherwise escalate if left unchecked for an hour or more. Other hotlines such as 311 generally do not operate 24/7 and can only dispatch community responders during operating hours. To handle a significant share of community responder-eligible calls, external hotlines typically need to hire significantly more in-person responders during less traditional working hours.
**Staff capacity.** If 911 call takers are to transfer additional calls to external hotlines, a thorough review of the 911 call data is needed to ensure that the external hotline staff can handle the increased volume. For example, Atlanta transfers public indecency calls from their 911 call center to 311 to dispatch community responders. This single call type adds only a small volume to 311’s plate. Similarly, Baltimore’s 911 diversion program currently transfers only a few low-volume call types from 911 to the Here2Help hotline. As stakeholders in both cities decide to add higher-volume call types for diversion from 911 to their external hotline, they may need to consider funding an increase in hotline staff.

**Narrowing call types.** Depending on its specialty, the external hotline may not be willing to take on the full range of call types eligible for community responders. For example, Baltimore’s Here2Help hotline specializes in behavioral health with first-person callers (the person calling is the person experiencing the crisis). As Baltimore attempts to divert more calls from 911, the hotline is unlikely to take on calls unrelated to behavioral health, such as noise complaints or neighbor disputes, since they are not a good fit for the call takers’ expertise. In general, if cities begin diverting 911 calls to their local suicide prevention hotline, they may struggle to later expand beyond the small fraction of first-person behavioral health calls.

**911 hesitancy to transfer.** External hotline dispatch requires 911 call takers to make enhanced screening decisions—to transfer calls from their system to an entirely different call center. While 911 staff tend to be cautious in screening calls for every dispatch model, they are extremely hesitant when their decision will remove the caller from the 911 system. As a result, cities with external hotline dispatch models will find it most straightforward to make clear-cut rules on which calls to transfer, such as Atlanta transferring any call in the public indecency call type. However, most high-volume call types contain some calls that are not appropriate for community responders, thus call takers must use their discretion when choosing which calls to transfer. Consequently, being abundantly cautious, 911 call takers will likely continue sending most calls to the police. Cities can attempt to reduce their hesitancy by acquainting 911 staff with external hotline staff, which builds trust. Cities can monitor the volume of call transfers and follow up when the volume falls below expectations.

**Call transfer drop-offs.** When callers are transferred from 911 to an external hotline, they may become frustrated and even hang up, particularly if they are asked to share the same information or the external hotline has a significant wait time.
The 911 call taker can help address this issue by explaining to the caller why and where the call is being transferred and stay on the line with the caller until the external hotline answers. In Toronto, when 911 call takers transfer callers to 211, they have found many callers to be frustrated by the transfer process.83

**Transfer technology.** The 911 system automatically inputs key information into the CAD notes for each incoming call, such as details about the event and the caller’s location. However, the 911 call center does not have an automatic way to transfer location information or other relevant information to the external hotline’s system. Cities may need significant technological support to automatically transfer information that 911 receives to the external hotline, which will avoid making callers answer unnecessary or repeat questions.

**Direct line public education.** Cities should educate the public about their community responder program so that callers understand the benefits. Cities using external hotline-led dispatch have a particularly compelling incentive to dedicate resources to community education: to inform the public that they can call the external hotline directly to request a community responder and what the potential is for a community response versus a police response in various situations.

Cities can conduct public education through press coverage,84 social media campaigns, billboards, providing fliers to social service providers, and other efforts.85 They can also analyze CAD data to identify frequent callers and call locations—from transit hubs and libraries to businesses and residences—and inform those callers of the hotline. The community engagement process should involve a strong effort to reach various organizations and individuals who may use the hotline. Unless the new direct line achieves unprecedented levels of publicity, most people will likely continue to call 911 and be transferred to the hotline.

**Divided loyalties.** The other dispatch models put city agencies in control of setting the priorities and goals. In external hotline-led dispatch, some hotlines are run by outside organizations that may have their own priorities and goals. This model also puts the external hotline in competition with the 911 call center when it comes to resources and staff recruitment. If the city wants to make changes to a program run by another organization, it must consult with the external hotline and cannot implement changes unilaterally.
Frequently asked questions

As city and community leaders work to develop and implement community responder programs, they encounter many of the same challenges and raise many of the same questions. This section addresses common questions about these programs.

Why do some community responder programs handle significantly more calls than others?

This section explores how cities can take full advantage of deploying community responders to handle 911 calls. While many cities have created community responder programs, some programs handle a fraction of 911 calls while others handle a more significant percentage. Most programs are expanding their call volumes every year, taking on new call types, increasing hours of operation, and enlarging geographic service areas. As a result, some programs field significantly more calls than others because they have explicitly chosen to handle a much wider variety of situations without the assistance of law enforcement. Jurisdictions have to wrestle with two initial questions as they assess when to dispatch community responder teams:

- What call types should be considered appropriate for community responders?
- What questions should call takers ask to determine if a call meets those criteria?

Understanding call types

With proper training, community responder teams can handle a variety of low-risk calls. In a previous report, CAP and LEAP estimated that between 21 percent and 38 percent of calls for police service are low-risk situations that involve conflict resolution, behavioral health, homelessness, service needs, or quality-of-life concerns that can be handled by community responders. Call takers code each call into a call type. They already code some of these calls into narrow call types that identify a relatively specific issue, such as “neighbor dispute,” “noise complaint,”
“suicide attempt,” or “intoxicated person.” However, call takers often code most calls into catch-all categories such as “disturbance” or “disorderly,” which contain a greater variety of calls with differing risk levels.

When cities create community responder programs, they often establish consensus about which call types are most appropriate for community responders. If programs start with just a few call types, they soon expand to others as the programs prove effective. Cities should plan to reassess their list of call types regularly to identify expansion opportunities.

Community responder programs can handle a variety of call types but only some calls within a call type. For example, community responders could handle a “welfare check” call about a person yelling at a trash can, but not a welfare check involving a suspected house break-in. Cities should not shy away from choosing a call type just because that call type is not 100 percent appropriate for community responders. With proper training and guidance, 911 call takers are skilled at assessing context to determine which calls within a given call type category are eligible for community responders and which are not.

Unfortunately, it is not easy to determine which types of calls community responders must handle based on the call type names alone. If stakeholders want to make sure their city is sending community responders to all eligible call types, they must understand more about call type categorization, including the difference between police and medical call types.

**Police call types.** The majority of 911 calls are classified according to police call types, which typically cover any call that is not a fire or medical emergency. A single police call type may contain a wide variety of high- and low-risk calls, some involving violence, weapons, medical emergencies, or a police-only action such as searching private property. Since every city uses unique police call type categories, it is difficult to look at a city’s list of police call types and determine an exact volume of calls eligible community responders could handle.87

Unfortunately, call takers in many cities lump the largest shares of calls into miscellaneous catch-all categories, such as “trouble” (about 22 percent of police calls in Louisville in 2019),88 “complaint other” (about 17 percent of calls in New Orleans),89 and “disorderly” (15 percent of calls in Baltimore).90 Moreover, call type names can be misleading; in Atlanta, for example, about half of the “fight in progress” calls in 2019 involved a verbal dispute rather than a physical altercation.91
“Call narratives” can help determine which police call types are relevant to community responders. Call narratives are the free-form notes that 911 call takers record while on the phone with a caller. Call takers document key details about the call’s circumstances. For example, the notes may say, “Caller states 19-year-old white female cousin refusing to leave the apartment, appears intoxicated.” By examining the call narratives for a sample of calls within a call type, cities can better assess if call takers should divert a significant percentage of a specific call type to community responders. That percentage is rarely 100 percent, since a single police call type often contains both high- and low-risk calls.

Program planners should assess call narratives early in the planning process to estimate the type of responder skills needed, the number of responder teams needed, and to gather feedback from all stakeholders on which calls are best handled by community responders. Recognizing that call narrative data can have sensitive and personal identifying information, cities should be cautious about their use. Cities can engage community stakeholders in an informed discussion about call types for the community responder team by sharing anonymized sample call narratives, with more details about community engagement discussed later.

In some cities, planners can easily distinguish between high- and low-risk calls by using a scripted decision-tree approach. For example, Durham and Cincinnati use the Priority Dispatch Corporation’s Emergency Police Dispatch (EPD) protocol, which provides call takers with a decision tree of questions to ask for every type of police call. The ProQA software system walks call takers through the EPD decision tree, prompting them to ask specific questions until they arrive at a specific call type and suggested dispatch response.

The EPD decision tree system enables Durham and Cincinnati to dispatch community responders to a wide range of calls. Because of the decision tree, their call takers do not lump calls of varying risk levels into the same call types regardless of whether they involve weapons, violence, or medical needs. Instead, the EPD decision tree sorts calls into more than 1,000 “final determinant” call subcategories. When each city created its community responder program, the administrator identified which of those specific final determinants were appropriate for community responders. They then mapped the configuration for these calls to unique call types with unit recommendations instructing the dispatcher to send community responders rather than police, if available.

**Medical call types.** Medical call types are easier to dispatch because they are far more specific than police ones. In most cities, when a 911 call comes in related primarily to a person’s medical needs, the call taker asks detailed questions to
sort the call into a very specific call type according to the nationally standardized Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD) protocol. Many cities use the EMD software system from the Priority Dispatch Corporation, which guides the call taker through a scripted decision tree that tells them exactly which questions to ask and in what order. When they reach the last branch of the decision tree, they arrive at a very specific call type within the standardized EMD system.

Because medical call types often contain this built-in risk assessment, several cities have found it most straightforward to start with community responder programs only handling a few medical call types. Dispatchers send most medical calls to EMS rather than police. However, most cities send police in addition to or instead of EMS to handle a small number of psychiatric call types, known as the “25-card.” The 25-card contains subcategories sorted by urgency and risk level, from high-acuity delta to mid-acuity beta and low-acuity alpha-level calls. All alpha-level calls should be appropriate for community responders, so they are often the lowest-hanging fruit for cities starting a community responder program, especially when the program is specifically intended to address mental health issues. Unfortunately, these call types generally comprise a tiny percentage of the total calls eligible for community responders.

Some calls can fit within both police and medical call types, so cities can switch their categorization to meet their dispatch needs. For example, most cities have a police call type such as “mental health.” Many of those calls could instead be categorized in the medical dispatch system under the psychiatric 25-card. Since San Francisco’s Street Crisis Response Team (SCRT) team includes a paramedic and is dispatched through the EMS system, the call center staff now categorize lower-acuity mental health crisis calls as medical 25-card calls for an SCRT or joint-SCRT/EMS response instead of using the police call type for a police response. Similarly, many calls within the police call type “wellness check” could be categorized instead under the medical 32-card “medical nature unknown.” Since San Francisco’s SCRT team includes a paramedic and is dispatched through the EMS system, they are moving many lower-acuity calls formerly categorized as wellness checks—which get a police response—to the 32-card for an SCRT or joint-SCRT/EMS response.

Community responder programs have unrealized potential to handle other low-risk medical call types currently handled by EMS. In many cities, EMS handles basic calls requiring no formal medical training, such as “transport”—bringing someone to a medical appointment or urgent care—or “lift assist”—assisting someone with getting up or navigating in their wheelchair. With basic training,
community responders can potentially handle low-risk, low-urgency medical call types currently handled by EMS. As Denver has expanded its STAR program, it has begun dispatching STAR to handle some EMS calls.104 Austin avoids an ambulance response for some low-urgency EMS calls by sending a clinician from their Expanded Mobile Crisis Outreach (EMCOT) team alongside an EMS community health paramedic (CHP).105 The authors expect other cities to follow suit to alleviate the strain on their emergency medical systems, particularly those that include an EMT or community paramedic on their community responder team. One challenge in taking over EMS calls is that they are often dispatched by separate medical dispatchers using separate dispatch systems.

**Expanding call types for community responders**

As cities select call types, they must also consider which type of responder is best equipped to handle specific call types. Some cities start their community responder programs with psychiatric call types or with narrow mental health-related police call types such as “welfare check,” “suicidal,” or “mental health crisis.” As a result, they hire peer specialists, social workers, or mental health clinicians.

However, to remove calls from police queues and receive the full benefits of a community responder program, cities must also divert conflict-related calls. As discussed above, most 911 centers receive more low-risk calls coded as conflict rather than behavioral health.106 Call takers sort verbal conflict-related calls into call types that suggest conflict such as “family disturbance,” “juvenile disturbance,” or “neighbor dispute,” but also catch-all call types such as “disorderly,” “trouble with subject,” “assist citizen,” or “civil matter” and types that name a legal violation, such as “trespassing,” “noise complaint,” or “leaf blower violation.” Some of these calls involve behavioral health, but programs generally do not consider it appropriate to send mental health experts to mediate a neighbor dispute involving a barking dog. Instead, these situations are appropriate for staff trained in mediation, conflict resolution, and cultural competency—as in Dayton’s Mediation Response Unit.107

Several existing programs are handling both behavioral health and conflict-related calls. The Albuquerque Community Safety Department staffs two types of community responder teams—one for behavioral health calls and one for nonbehavioral health calls.108 Dayton, where the MRU focuses on resolving conflict, recently received a grant to establish a crisis response unit to handle behavioral health-related calls.109 In Denver, the clinician-led STAR program has always handled a significant number of conflict-related trespass calls, mostly from businesses that
want individuals to leave their premises.\textsuperscript{110} To handle a broader range of conflict calls, as of March 2023, Denver is developing plans for a new program of mediation responders to operate alongside STAR.\textsuperscript{111}

When programs create different teams for behavioral health- and conflict-related calls, they must determine how 911 can dispatch the appropriate team. In Albuquerque, call takers and dispatchers do not directly dispatch the teams because they are uncomfortable determining which call should go to which type of team. Currently, dispatch notifies all teams of each eligible call, and then one of the teams will self-dispatch and claim the call over the radio.\textsuperscript{112} With this system, dispatch can leave the decision to the responders themselves. Dayton and other cities using self-dispatch could adopt this approach—if the teams communicate well and do not intrude on the responsibilities of other responders. In cities such as Durham, Cincinnati, and Atlanta that use the EPD system, the operations administrator could simply set certain final determinants that would recommend the behavioral health team, and others that would recommend the conflict resolution team.

In short, as cities create or expand community responder programs, they can look beyond behavioral health calls and consider which conflict resolution calls could also be handled by community responders. In assessing these calls, planners should review call types and narratives. They can use this data to gather community input and guide which skills and credentials to prioritize when hiring responders, as well as how many responder teams to deploy. Cities should reassess their call types and call volumes regularly as their programs develop and grow.

---

**How does dispatch determine that a call is appropriate for community responders?**

**Call screening questions and process**

Once a call taker has determined that an individual call fits one of the types appropriate for the community responder program, that call must also pass the call taker’s screening. If call takers use a more restrictive screening process, they will likely screen out more calls and assign them to police instead. It is worth noting that callers also play a role in the call taker’s ability to screen a call, depending on the amount and quality of information they provide. While each city should tailor its screening protocol to that city’s call-taking system—with guidance from call takers—every city should look for the same disqualifiers that would make a call ineligible for community responders. The four key disqualifiers are:
1. Weapons
2. Credible threat of violence
3. Emergency medical needs
4. Urgent police-only need, such as entering a residence or vehicle without consent or retrieving crime scene evidence

If the situation requires a nonurgent, police-only need—such as nonurgently entering a residence without consent or filing a police report—those are considered an exception. If dispatch sends community responders, it does not pose a danger to them or anyone on scene. When the responders arrive and recognize the police-only need, they can simply radio dispatch to request police follow-up. Many cities have created successful alternatives to sending armed patrol officers to handle some of the more administrative police-only actions such as filing reports or managing lost property. These alternatives include directing callers to online theft reporting or dispatching unarmed community service officers.

Cities should avoid adding additional screening questions to the list. For example, some cities have considered adding the question, “Has a crime been committed?” If someone calls about a serious crime, call takers will screen it out based on other disqualifiers, such as violence or the need to file a police report. If they are calling about a low-risk situation that may, for example, involve trespassing or solicitation, call takers may not need to send the call to police. Many crimes and violations are minor disturbances, from jaywalking and trespassing to panhandling, littering, or having a messy front yard. Cities and states largely made these behaviors against the law in the first place because they wanted the behaviors to stop causing conflict, yet outlawing them has often not prevented these conflicts. Community responders can resolve such conflicts without threatening punishment.

Community members and call takers can benefit when cities send community responders to resolve minor disturbance calls that may technically involve a minor crime or violation. Community members benefit because community responders work to change behavior without fines, threats, or arrests. For example, Atlanta’s PAD program successfully handles calls involving solicitation, public indecency, and other low-risk behaviors related to being chronically unhoused. Call takers benefit because they need not worry about determining whether someone has technically committed a minor crime or violation, but rather determine the appropriate response for the situation.

Cities with existing programs have tried two primary approaches to guide call takers screening for community responders:
The all-noes-lead-to-yes approach. Cities using this approach decide on a general scope for the community responder team. For example, in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota, the Alternative Response Team’s (ART’s) scope includes calls related to mental health, substance use, homelessness, and social service needs. Any time a call taker receives a call not appropriate for fire or EMS, they first decide if the call falls within ART’s scope. If it does, the call taker screens the call for disqualifiers. If the call taker asks about each of the disqualifiers and receives all noes, then they can send community responders.120

The default call types approach. Cities using this approach provide call takers with a list of default community responder call types. They instruct call takers to send those types of calls to community responders by default unless they encounter a disqualifier. Albuquerque divided its call types into green, yellow, and red categories. Green call types go to community responders by default. In contrast, yellow call types generally go to the police but could go to a community responder at the call taker’s discretion. Red call types go to police only.121

Regardless of the screening method, call takers have spent much of their careers sending these types of calls to the police. Even if they are fully comfortable with the new program, they likely cannot undo prior training and practice overnight. They need time and support to remember to consider every eligible call for community responders, particularly since they must make quick decisions under pressure.

In addition, many call takers are not comfortable sending unarmed responders on day one of the program. As a dispatch supervisor stated in an interview with RPS, referring to Denver’s STAR Program, “I think some of the problems we’ve been seeing, um, the call takers are still so safety focused, that they don’t realize [that clinicians have been] dealing with these people on the street for a long time without police assistance. And so they’re afraid to send them out there without knowing the whole story. Um, so they don’t always add STAR when they should.”122

Call takers may send more calls to community responders if their city begins with the default call type approach. While all-noes-lead-to-yes may be more inclusive, it is less direct. With a concrete list of call types in hand, call takers can more easily overwrite years of habit and training and follow a new process for those specific call types. They are grounding their decisions in the call type categories they have been using for years, rather than in a brand-new scope. By contrast, if call takers are suddenly expected to adopt the all-noes-lead-to-yes approach, to simplify their decision, they will likely take the mental shortcut of
deciding which call types fit within the scope. In practice, they will effectively take the default call type approach—and use a shorter call type list, sending fewer calls to community responders.

As call takers become comfortable with community responders, cities may experience greater success with the broader all-noes-lead-to-yes approach. When Denver launched STAR, the 911 call center developed a list of default call types for STAR, as well as specific screening questions for each call type. As the program has matured and call takers have become familiar with the new responders, the 911 center still provides a list of call types and concrete examples but encourages call takers to divert calls beyond the list, getting closer to an all-noes-lead-to-yes approach. Eugene has operated the CAHOOTS program for more than 30 years, but agency protocols still provide call takers with a list of call types and situations well suited for CAHOOTS.

Cities can achieve the best of both approaches by involving 911 staff in planning. 911 staff can provide input on what protocols and training would help them set new habits to screen calls for community responders efficiently. At the same time, they will become more informed about and comfortable with the program. In the long term, programs flourish when they continually compare their expectations with results on the ground and treat the inevitable discrepancies as opportunities to grow rather than find reasons why it will not work.

Cities can also employ additional staff in the call center to assist with community responder dispatch. Albuquerque now employs ACS staff on the call center floor, where they can claim calls for ACS and guide call takers on which calls qualify for ACS. After adding staff to the center, ACS’ call volume substantially increased. San Francisco already had dispatch supervisors reviewing low-acuity police calls for service while they waited in queue, so they trained these supervisors to recognize and reassign calls that the Homeless Engagement Assistance Response Team (HEART) could handle.

Finally, cities can hire staff with 911 call center experience to assist the community responder program. Durham, for example, hired the city’s 911 operations administrator to serve as operations administrator for its new Community Safety Department.
Training and engagement of call takers

To ensure eligible 911 calls are identified and diverted to community responders, cities should create specialized training and provide it cost free for call takers. These training sessions should be rolled out to all call center staff across all shifts. Training is essential for supervisors, enabling them to guide call takers in implementing the new process.

Call takers are often required to complete initial and ongoing training. Trainings can involve the following components:

- **De-escalation.** Training programs can teach techniques on using verbal communication to de-escalate a situation.

- **Mental health.** To give call takers the skills needed to respond to callers experiencing a mental health crisis, many jurisdictions rely on crisis intervention team training for 911 support, such as in Philadelphia, or mental health first aid training, such as in Austin. In Austin, embedded professionals follow an eight-hour mental health first aid course and follow up their training with additional ongoing verbal de-escalation training.

- **Information sharing.** Training programs can include information on the best techniques and practices for gathering and sharing information between call centers and community responders.

- **Motivational interviewing.** Training can provide an opportunity to learn the technique of motivational interviewing through scenario-based practice, such as to encourage callers to stay on scene, provide updates, or even render aid.

- **Engagement with community responder teams and/or embedded professionals.** Training programs can convey understanding the best practices for engaging with community responder teams, including embedded professionals and the roles that both the call center and community responders should oversee.

- **Conflict resolution.** The call takers for Dayton’s MRU direct line practice “transformative mediation/conflict intervention,” a specific form of conflict intervention combined with crisis management and nonpolice-oriented de-escalation skills.
- **Call transfers.** Programs provide guidance on the best practices for learning when to transfer calls and how to transfer calls to external hotlines if the program provides such an option.

- **Simulation training.** It can be helpful to incorporate simulation-based training elements to allow call takers to practice the new process.

Call taker and dispatcher training programs should provide clear guidance on identifying mental health and substance use disorders, homelessness, and other community needs. The training should include practical scenarios with calls appropriate for a community responder. It should also include a section on identifying disqualifiers, including urgent medical support. For example, it is important to train staff to identify when a community responder can independently handle an overdose, acute intoxication, or person experiencing withdrawal and when an emergency medical response is needed.

Call taker training programs should also incorporate material on implicit racial and disability bias and the role that call takers and dispatchers can play in challenging or reinforcing those biases. Without proper training, call takers and dispatchers may be more likely to perceive calls from people from predominantly Black and brown communities or those with specific types of disabilities as more dangerous or higher risk. Studies of diversion programs have shown that white people are more likely to be diverted, while people of color are more likely to receive a traditional law enforcement response. Call takers may similarly decline to divert people of color to community responder programs unless cities make deliberate efforts to counteract racial bias. Cities can also track the demographics of call subjects to investigate whether call takers are more likely to send police to calls involving people of color.

Community stakeholders and organizations should actively participate in the training of call takers and dispatchers to provide the trainees with invaluable insights into the community’s culture and needs, with a specific focus on individuals who have experience calling 911. From the pilot launch of community responders to annual evaluations, community stakeholders should be able to provide feedback and critiques of the program. For example, in 2020, Denver launched its STAR program, which takes an intentional approach to training. The STAR program trains the 911 dispatchers and call takers on all Denver community resources. By helping call takers and dispatchers understand why certain resources should be dispatched, it empowers them to make better-informed decisions.
911 centers should provide staff with written training manuals that summarize the key components of the training that they can reference while working. These materials should include written protocols to outline how dispatch will interact with the community responder program. These written protocols should explain the operations of the community responder team, the call types that are eligible for community responders, exclusionary criteria, and any geographical or time-of-day limitations of the program. The protocols should detail the process for call takers to communicate to dispatchers whether a call is eligible for community responders. 911 centers can add these protocols to their standard operating procedures. They should create them in whatever form is most effective at communicating both the content and the importance of these new call-taking processes, including cheat sheets to serve as daily reference guides.

**Sample protocols and other guidance**

- Denver’s STAR dispatch reference guide can be found [here](#).
- Several CAHOOTS protocol documents from Eugene can be found [here](#).
- The University of Chicago Health Lab created a guide to assessing the completeness of a dispatch protocol [here](#).

Cities should engage call takers, dispatchers, and supervisors while developing and implementing their policies and training. 911 staff can help ensure that the list of call types is practical and that the screening process is reasonable. They can identify roadblocks, such as a bottleneck of calls waiting for an embedded professional or factors preventing them from gathering the information they need to screen calls properly. Once the program has launched, they can provide feedback on an ongoing basis to ensure that the policies and processes are guiding them to dispatch community responders effectively. Cities can bring together call takers, dispatchers, and community responder teams in field training and informal settings to establish a shared understanding of their respective roles and expertise.138

---

**How do community responders make an impact beyond 911 calls?**

While community responder programs focus on handling 911 calls for service, they can also handle calls to non-911 numbers. In addition to providing solo first responses, they can take on additional situations: tandem dispatch, police referral, “second responses”39 to follow up with individuals they previously served, and proactive engagement.
Police nonemergency lines

Today, many calls eligible for community responders come into police nonemergency lines rather than 911 because callers recognize that their noise complaint or neighbor dispute is not a true emergency. In many cities, callers who dial the 10-digit police nonemergency line will reach the same call taker as if they had dialed 911, though they may have to wait longer. Therefore, the dispatch center can use the same 911 community responder dispatch process for calls to the nonemergency line.

Community responder direct lines

When cities create community responder programs, many intend to attract new calls from people who want help but want to avoid involving police. Eugene, which has the only decades-old community responder program, does not have a direct line for CAHOOTS. Still, callers often request CAHOOTS immediately upon reaching the call taker. Eugene receives a significantly higher volume of calls eligible for community responders than otherwise similar jurisdictions.

Denver and other cities have created a new 10-digit direct line that callers can dial to summon community responders but not police. In Denver, these callers reach the same call taker as if they had called 911, but the call taker can tell that the caller dialed the direct line. The call taker can largely handle a direct line call the same way as a 911 call. In Denver, if they discover a disqualifier and cannot safely dispatch community responders, and see a need for a police response, they explain to the caller why they need to dispatch police rather than community responders. Cities should consult with dispatch stakeholders to determine the options to deliver direct line callers an appropriate and efficient response.

Handling medium-risk calls with tandem dispatch

When a call taker identifies a disqualifier during the screening process, they can potentially include community responders through tandem dispatch, also known as co-response or dual dispatch. If the caller mentions a weapon or credible threat of violence, the call taker may not send community responders alone for their safety. However, the call taker may believe that community responders would otherwise be helpful on scene, such as if the call relates to mental health, substance use, homelessness, or conflict resolution. In this situation, many cities arrange tandem dispatch, meaning that the dispatcher sends both community responders and police to the scene. The community responders can either approach
the scene first while the police stand by or vice versa, depending on the apparent severity of the disqualifiers. If a call taker considers a call appropriate for tandem dispatch, they should have a shorthand code to recommend that option to the dispatcher. The dispatcher can then dispatch the community responder team and police in the same manner as they would dispatch two police units.

Cities should only use tandem dispatch when disqualifiers require a police presence. Often, dispatch will overuse tandem dispatch out of an abundance of caution. These cities lose many benefits of sending community responders instead of police. In one such city overusing tandem dispatch, police saw that the new program was not taking calls from their plate, and they became frustrated with the program.

**Receiving referrals from patrol**

Even cities with the most rigorous screening processes will at times dispatch police to handle calls that turn out to be appropriate for community responders. A caller may raise disqualifiers that turn out to be false or otherwise prevent the dispatcher from ruling out disqualifiers. If officers arrive on scene and recognize that the call is eligible for community responders, they should have the option to refer the call to community responders. Officers also become aware of situations while out in the community on patrol—"on-view"—that they want to refer to community responders. In both cases, they can often radio dispatch to notify the community responder team. If necessary, officers can remain on scene until the community responders arrive. Officer referral is an important source of community responder calls. In Denver, the STAR team receives about 35 percent of their calls from officer referral.\textsuperscript{147} The share of officer referrals is expected to decline over time, as 911 and community responder personnel learn which calls are repeatedly referred by officers and can begin to dispatch them directly to community responders.

Cities can increase referrals by building trust and understanding by involving existing first responders in the community responder planning process. Some community response programs, such as Dayton’s Mediation Response Unit, have attributed the success of their programs to engagement with government personnel such as the police and fire departments and 911 call centers in the planning stages of their work, explaining that community responders can help to reduce the underlying problems of repeat 911 calls and allow police the ability to focus on more pressing matters. Officers also need to receive clear instructions on disqualifiers and situations eligible for community responders so that they do not become frustrated by trying to refer ineligible calls.
Initiating proactive encounters

While community responders are on the street, they also encounter situations appropriate for their direct engagement. In Eugene, for every 100 calls that CAHOOTS diverts from police, CAHOOTS handles about 34 on-view situations they identify in the community. These proactive encounters are crucial opportunities for community responders to address issues before they boil over as conflicts, crises, or relapses. In these situations, community responders can simply radio in to let the dispatcher know they are unavailable for a call.

How does community responder dispatch relate to the new 988 number?

In 2022, the 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline was officially implemented nationwide so that anyone with a behavioral health need can dial 988 to receive timely support. Although the hotline is officially in effect nationwide, many states report that there has been limited funding and infrastructure available to support the demands of these efforts at the scale needed for successful outcomes. In fact, only eight states—California, Colorado, Nevada, Washington, Minnesota, Oregon, Virginia, and Delaware—have passed comprehensive measures to increase funding to address the expected call increase.

As states work to implement 988, some cities have leveraged their community responder programs to support these efforts. For instance, in Eugene, the 988 call center sometimes calls for support from CAHOOTS when a caller needs an in-person response and it has limited capacity. In Louisville, the 988 call center relies on the Crisis Call Diversion Program any time they need a nonpolice in-person response. Illinois passed legislation requiring that all 988 call centers can dispatch an in-person response, which may encourage jurisdictions to create community responder programs or expand the capacity of existing programs for this purpose.

Some cities using external hotline-led dispatch already direct 988 calls and community responder 911 calls to the same place. Baltimore diverts first-person mental health calls to the Here2Help hotline, which also receives all local 988 calls. In Austin, if the 988 crisis line needs an in-person response, it can dispatch the Mobile Crisis Outreach Team, which Integral Care staffs, the same service provider as the EMCOT team accessed through 911.
In some areas, the 988 system has enough support that community responder teams can transfer calls to the hotline. Denver’s STAR program has been able to transfer some of its calls to the 988 system in eligible instances where the caller is dealing with a mental health crisis, such as suicidal ideations.

Cities should coordinate between their 911 and 988 call centers to ensure the correct calls are routed to the proper response, to educate the public on the right number to call, and to limit the number of times that calls need to be transferred between 911 and 988.

How should cities engage community stakeholders in designing and implementing community responder dispatch?

In seeking to adapt emergency first response systems, cities must have engagement and buy-in from community stakeholders to develop the trust needed to make these reforms successful. Public safety and public trust are mutually dependent—neither is sustainable without the other. The design and implementation of a community responder program should involve meaningful, transparent, and ongoing engagement with residents about emergency communications and dispatch. Jurisdictions often employ a combination of engagement activities, including focus groups, advisory committees, surveys, town hall meetings, and interviews.

Among the questions jurisdictions should ask during community engagement efforts are: What are the reasons people call 911? What are the reasons that residents hesitate to call 911 and why? Do they perceive the system to be fair or biased, and is it? Do they trust the system can dispatch a response that will meet their needs, and can it? What are the outcomes of these calls to 911? The answers to these questions should inform the design of any changes being made to emergency communications and dispatch as part of an alternative response program.

When designing community engagement strategies, jurisdictions should focus on neighborhoods, institutions, and individuals that call upon 911 most frequently. Focusing on engagement with the sources of calls is important because they are most likely to feel the direct impact of any changes in the public safety system and are most likely to have experienced the historic—and present—inequities surrounding law enforcement encounters. Intentional efforts should be made to engage with individuals with direct experience with the first response system and current community-based services.
Throughout all phases of the program, community experts need to be at the table for necessary conversations. The authors acknowledge there is not a one-size-fits-all model for conducting community engagement, but there are several principles worth striving to incorporate when soliciting community input on designing and implementing community responder models and the critical systems, such as call-taking and dispatch, that support them. These are:

**Transparent, open, and genuine partnership.** Meaningful community engagement is not a box-checking exercise, and if it is treated as such, participants will recognize that for what it is. Jurisdictions must see community experts as true partners in preserving public safety during the design, development, and implementation of community responder programs. To this end, hosting one-off or irregularly occurring town halls and listening sessions is insufficient to address the full range of community safety concerns. Residents have long demanded justice and equitable public safety systems, and part of ensuring that the government meets that demand is by establishing transparent mechanisms for community input and oversight over the lifespan of the program.157

At the same time, providing endless opportunities for residents to share their perspectives and vocalize anxieties into a microphone is likely to prove financially and logistically unsustainable for cities to maintain—and may inadvertently alienate communities that have long expressed the harms they experience because of policing and wonder why they are doing it yet again. Jurisdictions should not overpromise on their ability to take community feedback on certain decisions when there are real legal or operational constraints, while also being clear about when and how to incorporate community expertise.158 Jurisdictions should establish a plan for sharing data and information about how the 911 system operates so that community partners can have the necessary context to give informed feedback and so that they know what they may be able to realistically expect.

One valuable alternative may be for cities to meet on an ongoing basis with a subset of residents and local businesses who can give feedback and provide a level of oversight and guidance on new safety strategies. This allows jurisdictions to intentionally inform community partners about the operations and constraints of the dispatch process, the roles of community responder teams, and the importance of community collaboration to the success of the overall effort.159

**Respect for and responsiveness to history.** Local leaders, organizations, and residents in the community have likely engaged around issues of public safety and policing long before any community responder effort, and these conversations have been informed in part by the broader history of unequal treatment, injustice,
and harm experienced by communities of color in policing and other fields. There must be a genuine effort to acknowledge the truth of this history and to understand who has led action around these issues in the community, looking to their subject matter expertise to support and guide new efforts.

Often, calls for establishing community responder teams come directly from community stakeholders as part of broader calls to action around police reform or racial equity. For example, Long Beach, California, revisited relevant dispatch policies with the community partners who had been part of developing their comprehensive “Racial Equity and Reconciliation Initiative” report. An explicit goal of the community engagement process was to create a feedback loop with those trusted partners, which was accomplished through town halls and focus groups over six months. As a result of these efforts, substantive changes were made to the program name, geographic service area for the pilot, responder training program, and service provider partners. It also built momentum and public support for the program.

**Accessibility.** Every effort should be made to design engagement strategies that are as accessible and inclusive as possible. In-person meetings should be held in neutral locations that are easily and physically accessible via public transportation. Whether taking place virtually or in person, translation services should be made available, as well as any necessary or appropriate Americans with Disabilities Act accommodations. Opportunities for contribution also should be provided outside traditional Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. hours to avoid conflicting with residents’ work obligations. The police department is not the place to host these conversations.

Jurisdictions should consider when community engagement activities should include direct engagement with law enforcement. Structured conversations with community members, police officials, and other government representatives are an important part of the engagement process. To make those conversations meaningful, everyone must acknowledge that there is a power imbalance between participants in these community meetings. The Policing Project has designed a model for jurisdictions to follow when preparing for a successful town hall meeting:

- Identify the purpose of the meeting.
- Build an agenda tailored to the meeting purpose.
- Conduct outreach, including a description of the meeting’s purpose and agenda.
- Consider a third-party facilitator, especially if the meeting’s purpose is to consult or collaborate.
Choose a venue that allows people to participate in a meaningful way.
Set up a physical space and facilitation style to enhance people’s ability to participate.
Record action items to ensure they are not forgotten.
Report back to the community on actions taken in response to the meeting.

Jurisdictions following these steps can counter power imbalances during community meetings and can empower the community stakeholders to engage further following the meeting.162

Compensation. People should not work for free, and that is especially true for individuals from affected communities. For residents who have been enlisted to provide formal, ongoing input or oversight, compensation will help facilitate their participation and demonstrate that their perspective and expertise are genuinely valued. Budgeting for this purpose is essential.

Meaningful community engagement is crucial to any successful effort to adapt dispatch systems in ways that truly reimagine public safety. Efficiently and effectively directing 911 calls and dispatching the appropriate responder to a crisis is a nuanced task that is essential to get right.163

**Does community responder dispatch create a liability risk for cities?**

Several city attorneys have inquired if creating a community responder program could put the city or city staff at greater risk of civil lawsuits. Forthcoming reports by LEAP and the NYU Policing Project will address the issue of community responder liability in depth.
Conclusion

Cities nationwide are developing, implementing, and expanding community responder programs to improve the quality of services provided to people calling 911 for help. Community responder programs can address urgent community needs, connect people to long-term care, and improve public safety. As cities take on the complex task of standing up and integrating community responders into the broader emergency response system, they must adapt dispatch policies and practices. For community responder programs to meet community needs and support law enforcement, cities must fully consider which dispatch model best fits their situations and how they will assess the implementation over time. Now more than ever, cities nationwide have an opportunity to successfully cement the role of the community responder in the broader public safety ecosystem, and getting dispatch right is critical to achieving that goal.
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## Interviews with subject matter experts and leaders of jurisdiction community responder programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview date</th>
<th>Jurisdiction name</th>
<th>Interviewee name</th>
<th>Interviewee role and organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 21, 2022</td>
<td>Dayton, OH</td>
<td>Raven Cruz Loaiza</td>
<td>Mediation response unit coordinator, Dayton Mediation Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 30, 2022</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>Chyna Quarker</td>
<td>Director of community response services, Atlanta Policing Alternatives and Diversion Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 8, 2022</td>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
<td>Mariela M. Ruiz-Angel</td>
<td>Director, Albuquerque Community Safety Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Reeves</td>
<td>Division manager, Albuquerque Community Safety Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 16, 2023</td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>Andrew Dameron</td>
<td>Director, Denver Support Team Assisted Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 16, 2023</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>Quinita Garrett</td>
<td>Director of call center and system coordination, Baltimore Crisis Response Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 9, 2023</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>Marisa Aguilar Malik</td>
<td>Practice administrator of crisis services, Austin Expanded Mobile Crisis Outreach Teams and Psychiatric Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16, 2023</td>
<td>Louisville, KY</td>
<td>Nicole Wiseman</td>
<td>Unit manager of the Louisville Crisis Call Deflection Program, Seven Counties Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27, 2023</td>
<td>Amherst, MA</td>
<td>Earl Miller</td>
<td>Director of Amherst Community Responders for Equity, Safety and Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 12, 2023</td>
<td>Durham, NC</td>
<td>John Zimmerman</td>
<td>Operations administrator, Durham Community Safety Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2, 2023</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>Katherine Chu</td>
<td>Police alternatives policy adviser, Office of San Francisco Mayor London N. Breed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 16, 2023</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>Robert Smuts</td>
<td>Deputy director, San Francisco Department of Emergency Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 21, 2023</td>
<td>Cincinnati, OH</td>
<td>Bill Vedra</td>
<td>Director, Cincinnati Emergency Communications Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 16, 2023</td>
<td>Hennepin County, MN</td>
<td>Tony Martin</td>
<td>Director of emergency communications, Hennepin County Sheriff's Office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX A

### Featured community responder programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Program name</th>
<th>Program description</th>
<th>Dispatch model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
<td>Albuquerque Community Safety (ACS)</td>
<td>ACS is a cabinet-level public safety department within the Albuquerque city government that operates independently and in coordination with the police and fire departments. ACS responders trained in behavioral and mental health, crisis intervention, de-escalation, cultural healing, and more can be dispatched by 911 to respond to nonviolent and nonmedical calls.</td>
<td>911 call center-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>Policing Alternatives and Diversion (PAD) initiative</td>
<td>Atlanta’s PAD initiative responds to calls to ATL311/Supportive Services or their direct line that involve behavioral health or quality-of-life concerns. Once deployed, PAD responders work to engage individuals to assess their immediate needs and provide appropriate resources and services.</td>
<td>External hotline-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>Expanded Mobile Crisis Outreach Team (EMCOT)</td>
<td>Austin’s EMCOT can be deployed through 911 dispatch to respond to people in psychiatric crisis. EMCOT helps divert people away from jails and emergency rooms by providing connections to community-based, residential, or inpatient treatment and services on a voluntary basis.</td>
<td>911 embedded professional-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>Baltimore Here2Help hotline</td>
<td>Under the Behavioral Health 911 Diversion program, 911 call takers transfer calls appropriate for community responders to Here2Help, a local mental health crisis line. Here2Help can resolve calls over the phone or dispatch a team of clinical responders that specialize in behavioral health crises.</td>
<td>External hotline-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Chicago, IL        | Crisis Assistance Response and Engagement (CARE) program | Chicago’s CARE program provides responders for 911 calls that involve a mental or behavioral health component in 11 pilot areas around the city. CARE is made up of three different teams:  
  • An alternate response team that can respond to “low-risk 911 calls with a mental health component”  
  • An opioid response team that provides “24-72 hour follow up in person with individuals who have experienced a non-fatal opioid overdose”  
  • A multidisciplinary response team that can respond to “low and moderate risk 911 calls with a mental health component” | 911 call center-led dispatch    |
<p>| Cincinnati, OH     | Alternative Response to Crisis (ARC)               | ARC is a pilot program of the city of Cincinnati designed to help individuals in crisis by deploying the most appropriate and least invasive response. When needed, the 911 call takers dispatch a two-person response team to respond to calls related to “low-risk crisis situations” in lieu of police. ARC responders can provide crisis de-escalation and connections to services. | 911 call center-led dispatch    |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Program name</th>
<th>Program description</th>
<th>Dispatch model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dayton, OH</td>
<td>Mediation Response Unit (MRU)</td>
<td>MRU provides an alternative response in “low emergent situations.” MRU can help resolve calls over the phone or dispatch two-person teams trained in “crisis response, de-escalation, conflict resolution and community development and relationship building.”</td>
<td>Both 911 call center-led dispatch and external hotline-led dispatch (mediation center direct line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>Support Team Assisted Response (STAR)</td>
<td>Denver’s STAR program dispatches teams with a behavioral health clinician and paramedic to respond to 911 calls related to mental health, substance use, resource needs, and more.</td>
<td>911 call center-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham, NC</td>
<td>Holistic Empathetic Assistance Response Teams (HEART)</td>
<td>The DCSD is made up of four crisis response units – crisis call diversion, community response teams, care navigation, and co-response – that are able to provide different resources and support to communities.</td>
<td>911 call center-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene and</td>
<td>Crisis Assistance Helping Out on the Streets (CAHOOTS)</td>
<td>CAHOOTS operates 24/7 and provides the Eugene-Springfield area with a wide range of supportive services for people in crisis, including crisis counseling, suicide prevention, housing services, and first-aid and nonemergency medical care. CAHOOTS dispatches teams made up of a medic and a crisis worker.</td>
<td>911 call center-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield, OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>911 call center-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville, KY</td>
<td>Crisis Call Diversion Program (CCDP)</td>
<td>Louisville's CCDP diverts some 911 calls to community responders to provide a nonpolice response. When a person calls 911, call takers can transfer calls to embedded crisis triage workers, who can provide de-escalation or support in drafting a safety plan by phone. If an in-person response is needed, the embedded professionals deploy mobile responders to provide in-person support.</td>
<td>911 embedded professional-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympia, WA</td>
<td>Crisis Response Unit (CRU)</td>
<td>Olympia's CRU, housed within the Olympia Police Department, dispatches teams of two behavioral health specialists to provide supportive services to the community. CRU services include conflict resolution and mediation, housing referrals, first aid and nonemergency care, and resource connections.</td>
<td>911 call center-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>Mobile Crisis Response Teams (MCRT)</td>
<td>San Diego's MCRT provides support to people experiencing behavioral health crises by dispatching behavioral health specialists to respond to calls rather than law enforcement. MCRT teams provide assessments, help to de-escalate situations, and connect people to services.</td>
<td>External hotline-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>Street Crisis Response Team (SCRT)</td>
<td>San Francisco's SCRT can dispatch a paramedic, EMT, or peer specialist to respond to calls from the community and provide access to services such as treatment or housing support. It is a community health approach to people experiencing mental health and substance use crises in San Francisco. The street crisis teams have the unique expertise to respond to people in crisis and de-escalate disruptions in the community.</td>
<td>911 call center-led dispatch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX B

### Explainer: Three models of community responder dispatch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model overview</th>
<th>Cities using this model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 911 call center-led dispatch | When a 911 call taker identifies a call as appropriate for community responders, they make a note in the digital computer-aided dispatch (CAD) call file for the police dispatcher. The police dispatcher then dispatches a community responder team to the call as if the team were another police unit. | 1. Denver, CO  
2. Eugene, OR  
3. Olympia, WA  
4. Chicago, IL  
5. Durham, NC  
6. Albuquerque, NM  
7. Dayton, OH  
8. St. Petersburg, FL  
9. San Francisco, CA |
| Embedded professional-led dispatch | Professionals trained in behavioral health, de-escalation, and mediation sit next to police dispatchers in a 911 call center. When a 911 call taker identifies a call as appropriate for community responders, they forward the call to embedded professionals through a “warm handoff,” meaning that the call taker stays on the call to introduce the professional and share details the caller already conveyed over the phone. | 1. Austin, TX  
2. Louisville, KY  
3. Houston, TX  
4. St. Louis, MO |
| External hotline-led dispatch | When a 911 call taker identifies a call as appropriate for community responders, they forward the call to an external hotline. External hotlines include behavioral health crisis lines, social service lines such as 311 or 211, and hotlines run by external local service providers. These call centers have the capacity to handle the transferred calls from 911 and quickly dispatch a team of community responders. | 1. Atlanta, GA (311)  
2. Toronto, Canada (211)  
3. Baltimore, MD (988/suicide prevention hotline)  
4. San Diego, CA (mental health crisis hotline)  
5. Dayton, OH (mediation center) |
While community responder programs can be created at the county, region, and state levels, this report is focused on existing programs established through cities. These percentages change depending on what is counted as a police call for service. The authors counted 911 and nonemergency calls from the public that were routed to the police. The authors did not count calls from other police departments or automatic gunshot alerts from a city's ShotSpotter technology. The authors did not count officer-initiated CAD events, such as an officer checking in on a high-crime hot spot. See Irwin and Pearl, “The Community Responder Model.”

In some cities, including Eugene, community responders only learn about incoming calls via the radio, because they do not have mobile data terminals. As a result, if CAHOOTS is on a call and dispatch wants to let them know there is a growing queue of more urgent calls waiting for them, dispatch has to notify them over the radio, which briefly interrupts the team's work. For more information, see the CAHOOTS dispatch protocols at Law Enforcement Action Partnership, “Eugene Oregon CAHOOTS Program,” available at https://lawenforcementactionpartnership.org/eugene-oregon-cahoots-program (last accessed October 2023).
21 Durham also has embedded clinicians who receive mental health crisis and suicidal subject calls via warm handoff from the call taker. Call takers send all other community responder-eligible calls to the dispatcher to contact the Community Response Team (CRT) in-person teams. If the clinician decides that a caller should receive an in-person CRT response, they can contact the dispatcher.

22 Albuquerque’s Community Safety Department staffs distinct teams of behavioral health and nonbehavioral health responders. Dispatch notifies the teams of each eligible call, and one team then self-dispatches to claim the call. Mariela M. Ruiz-Angel, director, Albuquerque Community Safety Department, interview with author via Zoom, December 8, 2022, on file with author.

23 When Dayton’s dispatch center receives a low-priority call, they record it in the CAD system and wait for a police unit to volunteer or self-dispatch. As a result, Dayton uses self-dispatch for their Mediation Response Unit as well. The responders review the list of pending low-priority calls on their tablet and assign themselves to the calls they can handle. The authors also list Dayton as an external hotline-led model, because the 911 center also transfers some calls to the mediation center, where a staff member attempts to de-escalate over the phone and can dispatch responders if necessary.

24 St. Petersburg’s external service provider does not have access to CAD or 911 radio. In order to dispatch the Community Assistance and Life Liaison (CALL) team, dispatch emails the CAD information for a specific call to the CALL team supervisor. The CALL supervisor then calls a special phone number to confirm receipt with the dispatch supervisor and email the call information to responders. Megan McGee, assistant director, Administrative Services Bureau, St. Petersburg Police Department, interview with authors via Zoom, June 13, 2023, on file with authors.

25 San Francisco’s call center identifies and dispatches calls for the SCRT team using the same system as EMS—the Emergency Medical Dispatch system—because each team includes a paramedic. For the new HEART team, which handles low-acuity calls mostly relating to homelessness, call center supervisors review the queue of calls waiting for police and assign eligible calls to HEART. Robert Smuts, deputy director, Department of Emergency Management, city and county of San Francisco, interview with authors via Google Meet, August 16, 2023, on file with authors.


28 The authors list Dayton as 911 call center-led dispatch because Dayton’s mediation responders can self-dispatch to calls that appear in the CAD system. The authors also list them as external hotline-led dispatch, because the 911 center also transfers calls to the mediation center, where a staff member attempts to de-escalate over the phone and can dispatch responders if necessary.

29 These cities include Eugene and Denver. In Durham and Cincinnati, they ask questions using Priority Dispatch’s EPD decision tree, the decision tree guides the call taker to ask the same questions whether the call will be handled by community responders or police. See the police call types in this report. Steven Zeedyk, communications supervisor, Eugene Police Services Division, interview with authors via email, May 26, 2023, on file with authors; Andrew Dameron, Denver 911 director, Denver Support Team Assisted Response, interview with authors via Zoom, March 16, 2023, on file with authors.

30 Each city with a community responder program has invented its own method for call takers to convey this decision to dispatchers. For example, the call taker may write a pre-decided “short code” in the call notes that tells the dispatcher to send community responders. Denver 911 call takers add a “slash code” when filling out the call type, which the CAD system automatically converts into a full sentence of instructions for the dispatcher.

31 Some cities track what ruled out a particular call. If the city does not use a consistent method, it makes the CAD data harder after the fact to assess whether community responders are being dispatched to their full potential. The analyst has to obtain all the call narrative data, hunt within it for a specific phrase, and hope that the call taker spelled it the same way each time.

32 Cities that dispatch CSOs to handle significant numbers of calls normally handled by sworn officers include Tucson, Arizona, and San Jose, California. In other places, including Seattle, Baltimore, Maryland, and Staten Island, New York, call takers divert simple police report calls to telephone reporting units or instruct callers to file an online crime report.

33 When adapting a CSO dispatch process for community responders, call takers may need to provide more careful screening to account for more risk in the call types. In many cities, CSOs only handle call types that are entirely low-risk, such as for a parking complaint or lost property, so dispatchers can be comfortable sending CSOs just by looking at the call type. By contrast, community responders can handle a share of calls within call types that contain other potentially risky calls. The dispatcher cannot send community responders simply based on the call type name alone. Instead, the call taker asks screening questions to determine if the call has any disqualifiers. If the call taker finds no disqualifiers, they let the dispatcher know to dispatch community responders. This system ensures safety while keeping the dispatch process moving swiftly.

34 Rachel Bromberg, executive director, International Crisis Response Association, personal communication with authors via email/phone, July 4, 2023, on file with authors.


39 Ibid.

40 Raven Loaiza, mediation response unit coordinator, Dayton Mediation Center, interview with authors via Google Meet, August 16, 2023, on file with authors.


42 Cities using self-dispatch need to get community responders partial access to CAD so they can view call information, either using a tablet or mobile data terminal. For more considerations about CAD access, see NYU Policing Project, “Alternative Response and 911 Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD): Lessons learned from the field” (New York: 2023), p. 8, available at https://www.safetyreimagined.org/designing-a-reimagined-system/alternative-response-and-911-computer-aided-dispatch-cad.


45 The other dispatch models also require the call takers to transfer the caller, which means the call taker has to explain the transfer to the caller.

46 Steven Zeecky, communications supervisor, Eugene Police Technical Services Division, interview with authors via email, May 26, 2023, on file with authors.


49 Rachel Bromberg, executive director, International Crisis Response Association, interview with authors via email, July 4, 2023, on file with authors.
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